เฉลยใบความรู้ที่ 35.1 เรื่อง News Form
หน่วยที่ 4 แผนการจัดการเรียนรู้ที่ 35 เรื่อง News 1
รายวิชา ภาษาอังกฤษ รหัส อ22101 ภาคเรียนที่ 1 ชั้นมัธยมศึกษาปีที่ 2
A. Directions: Make a line to match parts of the news and topics.

A big fire at Sampeng

Body

A big fire broke out at Sampeng last night. It burnt
down 20 shop housed and caused more than 20 million
bath of damage.

Headline

The fire started at 7.15 p.m. on the second floor of
Kor. Charoenpanich which was a store in soiWaich 1 on
Rachawong Road. It spread quickly to nearly shop houses.
Twenty-five fire engines rushed to the scene. They put out
the fire an hour later.

Lead

B. Directions: Find out ‘Who’ ‘What’ ‘Where’ ‘When’ and ‘How’.
A big fire broke out at Sampeng last night. It burnt
down 20 shop housed and caused more than 20 million
bath of damage.
Who? __________20 shop housed ___________________________
What? ________ A big fire broke out _________________________
Where? _______ Sampeng __________________________________
When? ________ last night __________________________________
How? It burnt down 20 shop housed and caused more than 20 million bath of damage.
__

เฉลยใบงานที่ 35.2 เรื่อง News Form
หน่วยที่ 4 แผนการจัดการเรียนรู้ที่ 35 เรื่อง News 1
รายวิชา ภาษาอังกฤษ รหัส อ22101 ภาคเรียนที่ 1 ชั้นมัธยมศึกษาปีที่ 2
A. Directions: Make a line to point ‘Headline’ ‘Lead’ ‘Body’.

Elephants in a Crash

One elephant died and four others were badly injured in a
collision on a motorway in Spain on Monday. The cause of the
crash is still unknown.
The elephants were on the way to a circus and a crane
had to lift them to get out of the wreckage. Spanish authorities
are looking after them until they can transfer them.
Source: https://www.newsinlevels.com/products/elephants-in-a-crash-level-3/

B. Directions: Find out ‘Who’ ‘What’ ‘Where’ ‘When’ and ‘How’.
One elephant died and four others were badly
injured in a collision on a motorway in Spain on Monday.
The cause of the crash is still unknown.
What? ____ One elephant died and four others were badly injured in a collision
Where? ____ a motorway in Spain ________________________
When? _____ on Monday _________________________________
How? ______ The cause of the crash is still unknown.________

เฉลยใบงานที่ 35.3 เรื่อง Reading News
หน่วยที่ 4 แผนการจัดการเรียนรู้ที่ 35 เรื่อง News 1
รายวิชา ภาษาอังกฤษ รหัส อ22101 ภาคเรียนที่ 1 ชั้นมัธยมศึกษาปีที่ 2
A big fire at Sampeng

A big fire broke out at Sampeng Last night. It burnt down 20 shop housed and
caused more than 20 million bath of damage.
The fire started at 7.15 p.m. on the second floor of Kor. Charoenpanich which was
a store in soiWaich 1 on Rachawong Road. It spread quickly to nearly shop houses.
Twenty-five fire engines rushed to the scene. They put out the fire an hour later.
Directions: Read the above news and read the following sentences then write ‘True’ or ‘False’.
__F__ 1. A big fire broke out two days ago.
__F__ 2. The fire started in the morning.
__T__ 3. The fire started on the second floor of a store.
__T__ 4. The fire engines put out the fire at about 8.30 p.m.
Elephants in a Crash

One elephant died and four others were badly injured in a collision on a
motorway in Spain on Monday. The cause of the crash is still unknown.
The elephants were on the way to a circus and a crane had to lift them to get out
of the wreckage. Spanish authorities are looking after them until they can transfer them.
Directions: Read the above news and read the following sentences then write ‘True’ or
‘False’.
___T___ 1. There were five elephants in a crash.
___F___ 2. One elephant was badly injured in a crash.
___F___ 3. The elephants were going to the forest when they were crashed.
___T____ 4. They used a crane to lift the elephants to get out of the wreckage.

